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Abstract: Atypical age-dependent changes of white matter (WM) microstructure play a central role
in abnormal brain maturation of the children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), but their early
manifestations have not been systematically characterized. The entire brain core WM voxels were surveyed to detect differences in WM microstructural development between 31 children with ASD of 2–7
years and 19 age-matched children with typical development (TD), using measurements of fractional
anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RD) from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The anatomical locations, distribution, and extent of the core WM voxels with atypical age-dependent changes in a specific
tract or tract group were delineated and evaluated by integrating the skeletonized WM with a digital
atlas. Exclusively, unidirectional FA increases and RD decreases in widespread WM tracts were
revealed in children with ASD before 4 years, with bi-directional changes found for children with ASD
of 2–7 years. Compared to progressive development that raised FA and lowered RD during 2–7 years
in the TD group, flattened curves of WM maturation were found in multiple major WM tracts of all
five tract groups, particularly associational and limbic tracts, in the ASD group with trend lines of
ASD and TD crossed around 4 years. We found atypical age-dependent changes of FA and RD widely
and heterogeneously distributed in WM tracts of children with ASD. The early higher WM microstructural integrity before 4 years reflects abnormal neural patterning, connectivity, and pruning that may
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INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder with multiple causes [Penagarikano et al.,
2011; Zhao et al., 2007]. It is behaviorally defined based on
impairments in communication and social interactions,
repetitive and ritualized behaviors, and restricted interests
[APA, 2000; Kanner, 1968]. The diagnosis of ASD often
can be reliably determined by age 2 years [Baird et al.,
2003], although the mean age at which children are initially diagnosed is frequently higher (range 38–120
months) [Daniels and Mandell, 2013]. Identifying atypical
brain white matter (WM) processes in early childhood is
critical to understanding the neurobiology of the disorder
and may be informative for identifying the disorder earlier
in its course.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), one type of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) capable of delineating macroscopic WM tract pathways and detecting WM microstructural pathology by measuring water diffusion in the brain
[Basser et al., 1994], may be particularly useful for identifying early emerging WM neurodevelopmental alterations
in ASD. The directional dependence of water diffusion
preferentially along the axis of an axonal bundle makes
noninvasive tracing of WM tracts possible with DTI tractography [Mori et al., 1999; Wakana et al., 2007]. Fractional
anisotropy (FA), one of the most widely used DTI derived
metrics, characterizes the shape of the diffusion tensor and
is sensitive to WM microstructural disruption [Beaulieu,
2002]. Radial diffusivity (RD), quantifying the magnitude
of diffusion orthogonal to the principal diffusion direction,
is believed to reflect the extent of WM myelination [Song
et al., 2005]. The WM anatomy can be delineated with a
digital WM atlas and parcellated into 48 major WM tracts
[Mori et al., 2008]. These WM tracts are categorized into
five functionally distinguished tract groups [Huang et al.,
2012a; Wakana et al., 2004], namely commissural (right-left
hemispheric connections), association (cortex–cortex connections), limbic (connectivity in the limbic system), projection (cortex–spinal cord, cortex–thalamus connections),
and brainstem (including brain stem and cerebellar WM)
tract groups.
The majority of DTI studies investigating ASD have
focused on the age range from mid-childhood and adolescence to adulthood [e.g. Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005; Travers
et al., 2012] when the clinical manifestations have well
emerged [Paus et al., 2008]. These studies demonstrated
decreased FA, increased mean diffusivity (MD), and
increased RD in individuals with ASD compared to those
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with typical development (TD). DTI studies of children
with ASD less than 10 years of age are relatively rare and
results were not uniform, suggesting variable age-related
effects in ASD. For example, strengthened WM integrity
with increased FA has been reported for various WM
regions in ASD children of 1.8–3.3 years [Ben Bashat et al.,
2007], 1.5–5.8 years [Weinstein et al., 2011], and 0.5–2 years
[Wolff et al., 2012]. In contrast, reduced WM integrity with
lower FA and higher MD has also been found in various
WM regions in slightly older children with ASD of
4.79 6 2.43 years [Sundaram et al., 2008], 2.5–8.9 years
[Kumar et al., 2010], and 2–8 years [Walker et al., 2012].
Thus, WM microstructural changes of ASD are both regionand age-dependent, especially in early development.
Early years of life including 2–7 years mark an important period for the formation of neural wiring patterns
[Casey et al., 2005]. This period is critical for brain development and early intervention [Courchesne et al., 2007;
Sowell and Bookheimer, 2012]. To date, there has been no
analysis of WM based on parcellated tract or tract group
for children with ASD of age 2–7 years. There was no further quantification of the extent of atypical WM development in any specific tract or tract group in individuals
with ASD across early childhood (ages 2–7 years), either.
The study of Walker et al. [Walker et al., 2012] has examined whole brain WM. However, without integration of
the parcellated tract [Mori et al., 2008], only abnormality
of limited large tracts (e.g. corpus callosum), instead of all
major 48 WM tracts, was qualitatively characterized. With
WM tracts underlying structural connectivity among different brain regions, systematically quantifying the agedependent effects of ASD on WM microstructural changes
with individual tract as a reference has significance for
understanding heterogeneous clinical manifestations
related to different WM tract function and furthermore
early brain developmental mechanisms associated with
ASD.
In this study, we hypothesized that children with ASD
would show atypical WM microstructural development
reflected by higher FA and lower RD in early childhood
followed by lower rate of FA and RD changes later in
childhood compared to children with TD in most of major
tracts. DTI data from 31 children with ASD and 19 children with TD between 2 and 7 years of age was acquired.
FA and RD were measured at core WM voxels to characterize the WM microstructural changes in ASD across all
48 major WM tracts. Different from existing whole brain
WM characterization for children with ASD in this age
group [Walker et al., 2012], the anatomical locations and
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TABLE I. Age and clinical assessment scores of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
Median

Minimum

3.39

2.33

7.00

2.16

94.00
53.00
41.00
18.00

79.00
41.00
36.00
14.00

107.00
67.00
50.00
22.00

11.50
7.50
3.50
2.00

Age (year)
Clinical assessment score
Autism Behavior Checklist
Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI)
Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS)
Clancy Autism Behavior Scale (CABS)

distribution of atypically developmental WM voxels in all
48 WM tracts will be examined and presented in threedimensionally (3D) reconstructed tracts. The FA or RD
trend lines at these locations for both TD and ASD groups
will be demonstrated. Furthermore, extent of atypical WM
development within specific tract or tract group will be
determined quantitatively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Maximum

Interquartile range

scheme (SENSE, reduction factor 5 2). The imaging matrix
size was 128 3 128 with a field of view (FOV) of 256 3
256 mm2. Axial slices of 2 mm thickness were acquired
parallel to the anterior–posterior commissure (AC–PC)
line. A total of 70 slices covered the entire brain without a
slice gap. The repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE)
were 7.96 seconds and 83 milliseconds. Diffusion weighting was encoded along 30 independent directions and the
b-value was 1000 s/mm2. To increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), two repetitions were performed.

Children With ASD and Children With TD
All participants were male children recruited at Beijing
Children’s Hospital. About 31 children with ASD aged
2.33–7.00 years (4.11 6 1.42 years) and 19 children with TD
aged 1.99–6.83 years (4.00 6 1.42 years) participated in this
study. The 19 children with TD at the time of MR imaging
were referred for seizures with fever (n 5 8), intermittent
headache (n 5 9), and strabismus (n 5 2). All these children
with TD had normal neurological examinations documented in medical record. The exclusion criteria for children with TD include known nervous system disease, or
history of psychiatric, neurodevelopmental or systemic illness. Children with ASD were not receiving any CNSactive medications before MRI studies. Namely, they were
all medication na€ıve children with ASD at the scan. The
diagnosis of ASD was established using the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) [Lord et al., 1994], Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS), Clancy Autism
Behavior Scale (CABS) [Clancy et al., 1969], and Autism
Behavior Checklist [Krug et al., 1980], and diagnoses were
confirmed based on expert opinion according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder-Version IVText Revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria [APA, 2000]. The
detailed age and clinical assessment scores for children
with ASD were provided in Table I. Every child’s parents
provided signed consent and the protocol was approved
by Beijing Children’s Hospital Research Ethics Committee.

DTI Tensor Fitting and Measurements of
DTI-Derived Metrics
Automated image registration (AIR) [Woods et al., 1998]
was applied to raw diffusion weighted images (DWI) to
correct distortion caused by eddy current. Head motions
in diffusion MRI data were quantified for all subjects (see
characterization of motion in the DTI scans in Supporting
Information Figure S1 and S2 for more details). Few
motion artifacts were observed in the present DTI datasets.
Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2 showed that
volume translation was less than 0.5 mm and rotation was
around 0.128 among DWI volumes. The standard tensor
fitting was conducted with DTIStudio [Jiang et al., 2006] to
generate the DTI-derived metrics, FA, and RD.

Parcellation of WM Into Tracts and
Tract Groups
A deterministic digital WM atlas (JHU ICBM-DTI-81)
[Mori et al., 2008] was used to parcellate WM into 48 major
tracts with each tract having a discrete labeling from 1 to
48. These tracts were identified with unique numbers and
further categorized into five tract groups including limbic,
commissural, association, projection, and brainstem tract
groups, for characterization of the WM microstructural
changes at the level of tract group [Wakana et al., 2004].

Group Comparisons of FA and RD Between ASD
and TD Groups With Voxel-Wise and Cluster
Analysis

Acquisition of DTI Image
All MR scans were performed on a 3T Philips Achieva
Magnetic Resonance System with sedation. DTI data were
acquired using a single-shot, echo-planar imaging (EPI)
sequence with Sensitivity Encoding parallel imaging
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DTI measurements of ASD and TD groups were registered to ICBM-DTI-81 atlas space and compared at the
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WM skeleton voxels to label the WM and effectively alleviate partial volume effects [Smith et al., 2006]. Nonlinear
registration tool, FNIRT in FMRIB Software Library
(FSL) (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS) package
[Rueckert et al., 1999], was applied to register FA maps of
all subjects to the EVE single-subject FA template [Huang
et al., 2012a,b], for alignment to the JHU ICBM-DTI-81
atlas space. The registered FA maps of all subjects were
averaged to generate a mean FA map, from which a FA
skeleton mask was created. Skeletonized FA images of all
subjects were obtained by projecting the registered FA
images onto the mean FA skeleton mask. In the ICBMDTI-81 atlas space, voxel-wise comparison was carried out
with the skeletonized FA maps using permutation-based
nonparametric statistics (Randomise, FSL tool; http://fsl.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Randomise) with 5,000 permutations and the threshold free cluster enhancement (TFCE)
[Smith and Nichols, 2009] method at cluster level threshold of P<0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons (TFCEcorrected). Age was entered into the voxel-wise statistics
as a covariate to test group differences on FA or RD measurements. The WM labeling from the JHU ICBM-DTI-81
atlas was used to label each cluster to a corresponding
WM tract. Similarly, RD values were projected onto the
skeleton mask obtained from mean FA image and compared between ASD and TD groups with the procedures
described above.
Comparisons of FA or RD maps between ASD and TD
group were conducted for all participated children of 2–7
years (31 children with ASD and 19 children with TD) and
a subgroup of children with less than 4 years of age (16
children with ASD and 13 children with TD).

FAi;j 5ui 1b1i Ij 1b2i sj 1b3i ðIaÞij 1ei;j

r

(1)

where ui was the overall mean of the FA measurements in
ith voxel; Ij was the indicator variable with Ij51 for ASD
and Ij50 for healthy control; sj represented the age of jth
subject; (Ia)ij was the age-group interaction term and ei;j
was the error term; b1i, b2i, and b3i represent the parameters to be estimated for Ij, sj, and (Ia)ij, respectively. In ith
voxel, if the age-group interaction is significantly different
from zero, the effect of age on FA measurements depends
on group (ASD or TD), which means the age-dependence
of FA in ith voxel are different between the ASD group
and TD group. The statistical procedures were performed
using R version 3.0.2 (http://www.r-project.org/).
We also confirmed no statistical difference between linear and nonlinear fitting of FA or RD trend lines (see Supporting Information Figure S3 and Table SI for
comparisons of linear and nonlinear fitting). The findings
in the Results section below are then based on linear fitting with GLM in R software. The clusters with atypical
age-dependent FA or RD changes were first identified by
voxels with significant age-group interaction (non-corrected P<0.05) in GLM. To correct for multiple comparisons, a small-volume correction with false discovery rate
(FDR), which has been used in a previous autism study
[Cheng et al., 2010], was conducted. Specifically, for each
cluster selected in GLM described above, adjusted P-values were calculated for skeleton voxels in a small volume
surrounding the cluster and consisting of skeleton voxels
with 100 times the number of voxels of each cluster using
FDR in R. Only clusters with continuous voxels > 3 and
P<0.05 (FDR corrected) were retained to avoid spurious
results.

Comparisons of Age-Dependent FA and RD
Linear Trend Lines Between ASD and TD
Groups
In addition to analysis of group differences, comparisons of age-dependent linear trend lines of the FA or RD
measurements between ASD and TD groups were performed on all WM skeleton voxels in the ICBM-DTI-81
atlas space. Despite the cross-sectional nature in this study,
age correlations provide a useful preliminary strategy for
examining neurodevelopmental growth trajectories. General linear model (GLM), widely used for age-related trajectories, was applied to fit the age-dependent curves of
the FA or RD and test differences of maturation rates of
FA or RD between ASD and TD. Take FA measurement as
an example. For FA measurement at any skeleton voxel
from any participated subject, FAi,j was defined where i
was the ith skeleton voxel, j denoted the participated child
with ASD or TD. There were a total of M voxels in the
skeleton and 50 subjects. Hence, i was from 1 to M and j
was from 1 to 50. FA measurement for the skeleton voxel i
of subject j can be constructed with mixed-effects model as
follows:

r

Quantifying the Extent of Atypical
Age-Dependent Changes for Each WM
Tract and Tract Group
To assess the extent of atypical age-dependent changes
on each individual WM tract, an affected percentage
index was calculated for each tract. As shown in Figure
1, by integrating the labeling of the individual WM tract
in Figure 1B (e.g. genu of corpus callosum (GCC)) to the
WM skeleton transformed into the atlas space (Fig. 1A),
we can assign the skeleton WM voxels with major WM
tract labels (Fig. 1C for GCC). In this way, the atlas labeling is overlaid to the mean skeleton in the JHU ICBMDTI-81 space such that each skeleton voxel could be categorized into one of the major tracts. The tract (GCC in
this example) from the atlas was 3D reconstructed in a
transparent brain as anatomical guidance (Fig. 1D). The
affected percentage of a tract was determined by the ratio
between the skeleton voxel number of abnormal clusters
in this tract and the total skeleton voxel number of this
tract. Similarly, to assess the extent of the atypical agedependent changes in each tract group, the affected
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Figure 1.
Parcellation of core white matter (WM) into different tracts
with a digital atlas. (A) Green skeleton representing core WM is
overlaid on the averaged FA map; (B) the ICBM-DTI-81 digital
WM atlas; (C) as an example, the genu of corpus callosum
(GCC) (yellow) is transferred from the digital atlas to cover the
green skeleton overlaid on the averaged FA map; (D) 3D depiction of GCC in reconstructed brain. See Supplemental Materials
and Methods for abbreviation of the major WM tracts. Abbreviations of commissural tracts: BCC, body of corpus callosum; GCC,
genu of corpus callosum; SCC, splenium of corpus callosum.
Abbreviations of limbic tracts: BFX, body of fornix; CGC, cingulum
bundle at cingulate gyrus; CGH, cingulum bundle at hippocampus; FX, fornix. Abbreviations of projection tracts: ACR, anterior
corona radiata; ALIC, anterior limb of internal capsule; ATR,

anterior thalamic radiation; CST, corticospinal tract; PCR, posterior corona radiata; PLIC, posterior limb of internal capsule;
PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; RLIC, retrolenticular part of
internal capsule; SCR, superior corona radiata. Abbreviations of
association tracts: EC, external capsule; IFO, inferior frontooccipital fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; SFO, superior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; SLF (temporal part), superior longitudinal fasciculus
(temporal part); SS, sagittal stratum; UNC, uncinate fasciculus.
Abbreviations of brainstem tracts: CP, cerebellar peduncle; ICP,
inferior cerebellar peduncle; MCP, middle cerebellar peduncle;
ML, medial lemniscus; SCP, superior cerebellar peduncle. L and
R indicate left and right, respectively.

percentage for a tract group was determined by the ratio
between the skeleton voxel number of abnormal clusters
in this tract group and the total skeleton voxel number of
this tract group.

FAi;TDj 5ui;TD 1bi;TD sTDj 1ei;TDj

Age Intersection of ASD and TD
Age-Dependent WM Trend Lines
As we hypothesized atypical WM microstructural developmental trend of WM tracts in ASD in the age of 2–7
years, we calculated the intersected age of two growth
curves for each cluster voxel where atypical agedependent change was found with FA or RD measurements of ASD and TD groups. Linear fitting was applied
to all FA-age and RD-age fitting as there is no significant
difference between linear and nonlinear (logarithmic) fitting (see Supporting Information Figure S3 and Table SI
for comparisons of linear and nonlinear fitting). Take FA
measurement as an example. After removing the agegroup intersection term in Eq. (1), the separate linear fitting between FA measurements from ASD or TD groups
and age was modeled as Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.
FAi;ASDj 5ui;ASD 1bi;ASD sASDj 1ei;ASDj

(2.1)

r

(2.2)

where i was the ith abnormal cluster, ASDj or TDj denoted
the participated child with ASD or TD; ui,ASD or ui,TD was
the overall mean of the FA measurements in ith cluster in
ASD group or TD group; sASDj or sTDj represented the age
of ASDjth or TDjth subject in each group; ei;ASDj and ei;TDj
was the error term; and bi,ASD and bi,TD represented the
parameters to be estimated for each cluster in each group.
The intersected age si intersect of the two fitted lines from
ASD and TD group was calculated in Eq. (3) below:
si

intersect 5

ui;ASD 2ui;TD
:
bi;TD 2bi;ASD

(3)

Histograms of the intersected ages at the cluster voxels
from FA and RD measurements were plotted.

RESULTS
Altered WM Microstructural Properties of
Children With ASD Less Than 4 Years of Age
From Figure 2A and Table II, exclusively higher FA and
exclusively lower RD were found for children with ASD
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Figure 2.
Exclusively higher FA (red-yellow; upper panels) and lower RD
(blue-cyan; lower panels) widely distributed in the WM were
found in ASD less than 4 years of age, compared to age-matched
TD (A); Bi-directional FA (red-yellow for one change direction
and blue-cyan for another; upper panels) and RD (red-yellow for
one change direction and blue-cyan for another; lower panels)

changes sparsely distributed in the WM were found in ASD of 2–
7 years of age compared to age-matched TD. Voxels with statistically significant FA or RD differences between ASD and TD are
displayed in red-yellow (ASD>TD) or in blue-cyan (TD > ASD).
WM skeleton voxels are shown in green. In (A) or (B), axial, coronal, and sagittal views are shown from left to right.

of 2–4 years of age compared to age-matched children
with TD, suggesting altered WM microstructural properties for children with ASD before 4 years of age. On the
contrary, differences of FA and RD between ASD and TD
groups have two directions when the age range expands
from 2–4 years to 2–7 years, as shown in Figure 2B and
Table III. The mixed WM microstructural changes indicate
age-dependent ASD effects, which can be further
delineated with the atypical age-dependent WM microstructural trend lines described below.

found for another set of clusters also widely distributed in
WM of all five tract groups, shown in scatter plots in the
right panels of Figures 3 and 4. The atypical WM FA or RD
age-dependent trend lines of ASD are nonparallel or overlapping to those of TD, resulting in the crossing of the
trend lines, shown in the scatter plots of Figures 3 and 4. In
addition, these FA or RD change rate differences are significant for all displayed clusters in the 3D images of Figures 3
and 4 with FDR-corrected P values less than 0.05. For
example, FDR-corrected P value is 0.011 for FA change rate
difference between ASD and TD in the cluster at GCC (left
panel in Fig. 4B). FDR-corrected P value is less than 0.001
for RD change rate difference between ASD and TD in the
cluster at left cerebellar peduncle (CP-L) (right panel in Fig.
4A). The percentages of voxels with atypical age-dependent
microstructural changes inside each WM tract are shown in
the bar plots of Figures 3 and 4.

Atypical Age-Dependent Microstructural Linear
Trend Lines Widely Distributed in WM of ASD
Atypical age-dependent WM microstructural linear
trend lines of ASD compared to those of TD were
observed in widespread clusters distributed in multiple
tracts of all five tract groups, limbic (Fig. 3A), association
(Fig. 3B), brainstem (Fig. 4A), commissural (Fig. 4B), and
projection (Fig. 4C) tract group. The progressive increase
of FA values averaged from the largest cluster in each
affected tract were observed for TD group with significant
correlations (P<0.05 for all scatter plots in the left panels
in Figs. 3 and 4) between FA and age, while flattened
developmental trend lines (reduced WM microstructural
maturation with age) of FA values were observed for ASD
group with no significant correlation (P>0.05) for most
scatter plots in the left panels in Figures 3 and 4 between
FA and age. Similarly, progressive RD decreases in TD
group and flattened RD trend lines in ASD group were

r

Heterogeneous Extent of WM Clusters With
Atypical Age-Dependent Microstructural Trend
Lines Within Each Tract Group and Among
Different Tract Groups
While it is consistent that slower change rates of FA and
RD of ASD were observed for the clusters in all affected
WM tracts, the extents and distributions of these clusters
were evidently varied across different tracts of each tract
group, as shown in bar plots in Figures 3 and 4. Moreover,
the extents of the clusters with atypical age-dependent
microstructural trend lines in ASD group were varied
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TABLE II. FA (A) and RD (B) values (mean 6 standard deviation), number of voxels, t, and P values of the identified
largest cluster in each affected WM tract from group comparison of FA (A) and RD (B) at skeleton voxels between
ASD and TD subgroups with age less than 4 years. L and R indicate left and right, respectively. See legend of Figure
1 for WM tract abbreviations
White matter tract
ASD>TD from FA measurements
Commissural tract group
Forceps major
Forceps minor
Limbic system tract group
CGC-R
CGC-L
CGH-R
CGH-L
Projection tract group
ATR-R
ATR-L
CST-R
CST-L
Association tract group
IFO-R
IFO-L
ILF-R
ILF-L
SLF-R
SLF-L
UNC-R
UNC-L
SLF (temporal part)-R
SLF (temporal part)-L
Brainstem tract group
MCP
ML-R
ML-L
SCP-R
CP-R
CP-L

White matter tract

FA of TD
(n513)

FA of ASD
(n516)

# of Voxels

t

P

0.51 6 0.03
0.47 6 0.03

0.54 6 0.03
0.49 6 0.03

1738
2973

2.77
2.14

0.0100
0.0413

0.46 6 0.04
0.44 6 0.04
0.41 6 0.03
0.41 6 0.02

0.52 6 0.06
0.47 6 0.03
0.45 6 0.06
0.43 6 0.04

14
359
55
203

3.19
2.78
2.47
2.70

0.0036
0.0098
0.0199
0.0119

0.40 6 0.01
0.37 6 0.02
0.56 6 0.02
0.57 6 0.02

0.42 6 0.02
0.38 6 0.02
0.57 6 0.02
0.58 6 0.02

1459
2155
1153
705

2.23
2.14
2.67
2.40

0.0345
0.0415
0.0126
0.0235

0.42 6 0.03
0.41 6 0.02
0.42 6 0.02
0.39 6 0.02
0.42 6 0.02
0.40 6 0.02
0.42 6 0.03
0.39 6 0.03
0.45 6 0.02
0.43 6 0.02

0.44 6 0.03
0.43 6 0.02
0.44 6 0.02
0.42 6 0.02
0.44 6 0.02
0.43 6 0.02
0.44 6 0.03
0.42 6 0.02
0.47 6 0.02
0.45 6 0.02

2111
2403
1026
1465
1216
2475
358
903
530
1379

2.26
2.66
2.06
2.97
2.75
3.83
2.60
2.67
2.39
3.35

0.0323
0.0129
0.0493
0.0062
0.0104
0.0007
0.0150
0.0128
0.0242
0.0024

0.57 6 0.03
0.40 6 0.04
0.43 6 0.04
0.67 6 0.03
0.53 6 0.05
0.63 6 0.04

0.60 6 0.03
0.44 6 0.04
0.46 6 0.03
0.69 6 0.03
0.57 6 0.05
0.66 6 0.03

256
48
51
56
14
95

2.23
2.19
2.23
2.37
2.17
2.75

0.0342
0.0372
0.0355
0.0258
0.0392
0.0109

RD (31023 mm2/s)
of TD (n513)

ASD<TD from RD measurements
Commissural tract group
Forceps major
Limbic system tract group
CGC-R
CGC-L
CGH-R
CGH-L
Projection tract group
ATR-R
ATR-L
CST-R
CST-L
Association tract group
IFO-R

RD (31023 mm2/s)
of ASD (n516)

# of Voxels

t

P

0.59 6 0.04

0.56 6 0.04

1670

2.30

0.0293

0.62 6 0.05
0.61 6 0.04
0.65 6 0.05
0.64 6 0.03

0.57 6 0.04
0.59 6 0.04
0.61 6 0.06
0.62 6 0.04

13
304
36
175

3.22
2.07
2.18
2.22

0.0033
0.0486
0.0379
0.0352

0.64 6 0.03
0.65 6 0.03
0.51 6 0.03
0.50 6 0.03

0.61 6 0.02
0.62 6 0.02
0.49 6 0.03
0.48 6 0.03

1373
1823
1161
972

2.86
2.54
2.19
2.08

0.0080
0.0172
0.0375
0.0473

0.63 6 0.04

0.61 6 0.03

614

2.32

0.0283
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TABLE II. (continued).
White matter tract
IFO-L
ILF-L
SLF-L
UNC-R
UNC-L
SLF (temporal part)-L
Brainstem tract group
MCP
ML-R
SCP-R
CP-R
CP-L

RD (31023 mm2/s)
of TD (n513)

RD (31023 mm2/s)
of ASD (n516)

# of Voxels

t

P

0.65 6 0.04
0.66 6 0.04
0.63 6 0.03
0.60 6 0.04
0.68 6 0.05
0.62 6 0.03

0.63 6 0.03
0.63 6 0.03
0.61 6 0.03
0.58 6 0.04
0.65 6 0.04
0.60 6 0.03

2249
1446
2319
173
64
1260

2.12
2.23
2.29
2.31
2.37
2.13

0.0435
0.0345
0.0300
0.0291
0.0249
0.0428

0.50 6 0.04
0.51 6 0.03
0.41 6 0.03
0.48 6 0.03
0.48 6 0.04

0.45 6 0.04
0.49 6 0.03
0.39 6 0.02
0.44 6 0.03
0.43 6 0.03

171
74
75
127
116

3.21
2.26
2.83
3.59
3.63

0.0036
0.0335
0.0093
0.0013
0.0014

among different tract groups, as shown in Figure 5A,C.
Specifically, based on both FA and RD measurements, the
limbic and association tract groups were more severely
affected with higher percentage of WM voxels with atypical age-dependent microstructural trend lines while brainstem, commissural, and projection tract groups were less
severely affected. The exact percentage values of WM voxels with atypical age-dependent trend lines in ASD within
each tract or each tract group from FA or RD measurements are listed in Table SII of supplemental information.

Distributions of the Intersected Ages of AgeDependent WM Linear Trend Lines of Children
With ASD and TD
With intersections of FA or RD curves of ASD and those
of TD clearly observed in all tract groups (Figs. 3 and 4),
the distribution of the ages of these intersections is demonstrated in Figure 5B,D. Most trend lines intersections
occurred around 4 years with both FA (3.93 60.39 years)
and RD measurements (4.00 6 0.66 years).

DISCUSSION
Atypical age-dependent WM microstructural changes of
children with ASD revealed by surveying all WM tracts
and tract groups offer comprehensive information for
understanding WM developmental pattern affected by
ASD. Specifically, the results suggest that early atypical
microstructural development was reflected by higher FA
and lower RD in most major WM tracts in ASD group
before 4 years of age followed by reduced rates of tract
maturation through 7 years of age (Figs. 2–4). Furthermore, the atypical age-dependent WM microstructural
changes are heterogeneous among different WM tract
groups with more prominent atypical developmental patterns observed in limbic and association tracts, compared
to brainstem, commissural, and projection tracts (Fig.
5A,C). The present study attempts to systematically deter-

r

mine the anatomical location, distribution, and extent of
atypical age-dependent trend lines across all major WM
tracts and tract groups in young children with ASD. With
each individual WM tract forming the neuroanatomical
basis of global and local brain circuits, these findings provide important new evidence to understand the pattern
and timing of atypical WM development in ASD with
implications for how they might contribute to alterations
in the circuit level organization of brain function and
behavior. The comprehensive results from group comparisons at different age ranges and trajectory analyses may
also help elucidate the seemingly nonuniform WM finding
of children with ASD, as different patterns of WM microstructural abnormality appear to be present at different
ages [e.g. Ben Bashat et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2010; Sundaram et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2012; Weinstein et al.,
2011; Wolff et al., 2012]. Integration of WM skeleton and
tract parcellation (Fig. 1) that effectively alleviated the partial volume effects and revealed the anatomical locations
in the context of WM tracts offered technical advantage of
this study.
With FA inferring the overall WM microstructural integrity [Beaulieu, 2002] and RD being more specific to quantitatively inferring WM myelination [Song et al., 2005],
group comparisons of WM FA or RD with age as a covariate yielded results showing WM microstructural changes
in both directions (Fig. 2B); on the other hand, the exclusively higher FA and lower RD was found for children
with ASD less than 4 years of age (Fig. 2A). In light of
identified trend line intersection ages shown in Figure
5B,D, the bi-directional results in Figure 2B could come
from mixed effects of early higher FA and lower RD by 4
years (Fig. 2A) and slower FA and RD changes from 2 to 7
years of age. The results of Figure 2A,B combined with the
revealed age-dependent microstructural trend lines in Figures 3 and 4 may shed light on the nonuniform WM findings for children with ASD at this age range (2–7 years) in
the literature [e.g. Ben Bashat et al., 2007; Kumar et al.,
2010; Sundaram et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2012; Weinstein
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TABLE III. FA (A) and RD (B) values (mean 6 standard deviation), number of voxels, t, and P values of the identified
largest cluster in each affected WM tract from group comparison of FA (A) and RD (B) at skeleton voxels between
ASD and TD group of all subjects with age of 2 to 7 years. L and R indicate left and right, respectively. See legend
of Figure 1 for WM tract abbreviations
FA of TD
(n519)

White matter tract

ASD>TD from FA measurements
Commissural tract group
Forceps minor
0.27 6 0.02
Forceps minor
0.26 6 0.04
Limbic system tract group
CGC-R
0.28 6 0.05
CGC-R
0.23 6 0.04
Projection tract group
ATR-L
0.32 6 0.03
CST-R
0.51 6 0.03
CST-R
0.41 6 0.03
ATR-R
0.29 6 0.02
Association tract group
UNC-L
0.30 6 0.02
SLF-L
0.34 6 0.03
SLF-L
0.26 6 0.04
IFO-R
0.26 6 0.07
ASD<TD from FA measurements
Association tract group
SLF-R
0.37 6 0.09

White matter tract

RD (31023mm2/s) of TD
(n519)

ASD<TD from RD measurements
Limbic system tract group
CGC-R
Projection tract group
CST-R
Association tract group
UNC-R
IFO-R
ASD>TD from RD measurements
Limbic system tract group
CGH-L
Association tract group
SLF-R
IFO-R

FA of ASD
(n531)

# of voxels

t

P

0.30 6 0.03
0.29 6 0.04

121
29

2.93
2.18

0.0055
0.0345

0.33 6 0.05
0.27 6 0.05

32
14

2.89
2.86

0.0060
0.0064

0.36 6 0.03
0.53 6 0.04
0.44 6 0.06
0.31 6 0.02

155
18
15
12

3.85
2.10
2.33
2.70

0.0004
0.0415
0.0235
0.0096

0.32 6 0.02
0.38 6 0.04
0.31 6 0.05
0.31 6 0.07

69
55
16
11

2.15
3.53
2.60
2.31

0.0372
0.0009
0.0126
0.0257

0.31 6 0.09

13

2.48

0.0174

RD (31023mm2/s) of ASD
(n531)

# of voxels

t

P

0.68 6 0.04

0.64 6 0.04

59

2.86

0.0068

0.73 6 0.10

0.66 6 0.05

10

2.53

0.0181

0.88 6 0.10
0.71 6 0.06

0.82 6 0.10
0.67 6 0.07

18
11

2.03
2.36

0.0490
0.0224

0.61 6 0.07

0.67 6 0.10

11

2.38

0.0213

0.64 6 0.07
0.75 6 0.03

0.69 6 0.07
0.79 6 0.03

12
11

2.21
3.72

0.0325
0.0006

et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 2012]. That is, higher FA and
lower RD before a certain age and reduced rate of changes
of these two metrics after that age in individuals with
ASD may result in the seemingly nonuniform results. It
suggests an age window, even a narrow one, may play a
critical role for elucidating nuanced developmental differences associated with ASD.
DTI offers microstructural measurements of FA and RD
to access WM maturational process. Progressive FA
increases and RD decreases have been found in normal
WM maturational process in childhood [Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011]. Figures 3 and 4 inferred high level of WM

r

microstructural maturation for children with ASD until
around 4–5 years of age but the maturation progressed
more slowly after that age. Namely, FA or RD of widespread WM in all five major tract groups for children with
ASD before 4–5 years of age reached to a level equivalent
to that of older children with TD (Figs. 3 and 4). By combining the group comparison analysis and analysis of
interaction of age-dependent microstructural trend lines,
we were able to document the widespread nature of early
WM microstructural alterations in ASD compared to TD,
the intersection point at which WM growth in TD individuals catches up to that growth, and the early phase of
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Figure 3.
Clusters with significant age-group interactions in the limbic system (A) and association tract group (B) with FA and RD measurements. The locations and distributions of significant clusters
in reconstructed limbic tracts (A) and association tracts (B)
(light yellow and directly from the digital WM atlas) are visualized in 3D in the top left panel of each measurement. Significant
clusters in different limbic tracts (A) and association tract (B)
are coded with different colors, also shown in the top left panel
of each measurement. The entire brain (gray) is also shown as
anatomical reference. The percentage values of affected voxels
within each limbic tract (A) and association tract (B) are shown
in the bar plots in the top right panel of each measurement.
Scatter plots of FA or RD averaged from the largest cluster of

r

atypical age-dependent WM changes in each affected limbic tract
(A) and association tract (B) are shown in lower panels for children with ASD and TD. Each red diamond or blue circle in the
scatter plot represents FA or RD measurement from one child
with ASD or TD, respectively. The solid lines (blue for TD and
red for ASD) were linearly fitted from these measurements. R
values (blue for TD and red for ASD) are correlation coefficients of FA or RD measurements and age. FDR-corrected P
value in each scatter plot indicates the difference of trend line
rate of these metrics between ASD and TD groups. L and R
indicate left and right, respectively. See legend of Figure 1 for
WM tract abbreviations.
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Figure 4.
Clusters with significantly age-group interactions in the brainstem (A), commissural (B), and projection tract group (C) with FA and RD measurements. See legend of Figure 3 for details.
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Figure 5.
The percentage values of affected voxels within each WM tract group for FA (A) and RD (C)
measurements of five major tract groups. (B) and (D) demonstrate the histograms of ages from
intersections of linear trend lines of FA (B) and RD (D) measurements of children with ASD and
those with TD, respectively.
brain growth beyond 4 years of age that leads to the pattern of lower FA and higher RD in ASD from late childhood to adulthood.
The widespread locations of atypical age-dependent linear trend lines in all five WM tract groups of children
with ASD are possibly related to the feature of ASD as a
heterogeneous spectrum disorder with a wide range of
symptom severity. It affects brain functions in multiple
aspects including social impairment, communication deficits, and repetitive behaviors [Lord et al., 1994; Amaral
et al., 2008]. The atypical age-dependent trend lines are
especially prominent in the limbic and association tract
groups (Fig. 5A,C). Alterations in trend lines of limbic
WM tract (Fig. 3A) may explain disruption of limbic circuitry [e.g. Haznedar et al., 2000] and some clinical manifestations of ASD [e.g. Bauman and Kemper, 1987] that
lead to reduced social learning experiences and impaired
social development [e.g. Dawson et al., 2004]. Left superior
longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), as a major association tract,
connects between Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area, both
related to language. The alterations of microstructural trajectory of FA and RD in left SLF in Figure 3B suggest
abnormality in myelin development and might be related
to slower neural transmission [Shukla et al., 2011] and
therefore the impairment of language development seen in
some children with ASD [e.g. Weinstein et al., 2011]. Atypical age-dependent microstructural trend lines of the superior fronto-occipital fasciculus (SFO) and the uncinate
fasciculus (UNC) (Fig. 3B) may contribute to impairment
of attention, emotion processing, memory, and language
functions which these two tracts are involved with [Catani
and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008; Radua et al., 2011]. Less
prominent atypical age-dependent trend lines of children
with ASD were found in brain stem, commissural, and

r

projection tracts (Fig. 5A,C), however, clusters of significant trend line differences between children with ASD and
those with TD were found in these tract groups too (Fig.
4). Previous autism study reported cerebellar dysfunction
affected the establishment of neural circuitry [e.g. Allen,
2005; Mosconi et al., 2015] involving cerebellar peduncle
(CP) and we also found atypical age-dependent WM
changes in CP (Fig. 4A). The atypical microstructural
development in corpus callosum (CC) (shown in Fig. 4B),
as the large commissural tract, has been probably mostly
reported in previous autism studies [e.g. Alexander et al.,
2007; Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005]. The involved projection
tracts (Fig. 4C) including internal capsule (IC) and corona
radiata (CR) are related to perceptual, motor functions and
other higher cognitive functions [Schmahmann and Pandya, 2008] known to be impaired in ASD [e.g. Mosconi
et al., 2015].
Several limitations and considerations of the present
study are elaborated here. First, while the present WM
microstructural findings further develop and are consistent
with the view that there is an atypical pattern of brain
development in ASD, the age-dependent FA or RD curves
came from cross-sectional datasets, but not longitudinal
datasets from either children with ASD or children with
TD. Relevantly the distribution of ages from the crossings
of the fitted linear trend lines in Figure 5B,D cannot be
interpreted as the crossings of real trajectories, either.
Hence, the intersections of the fitted trend lines are indirect indication of crossed ages and also depend on the
model selected (see Supporting Information Figure S3 and
Table SI for selection of curve fitting model). Stronger confirmation of the FA or RD trajectories and crossed ages
between children with ASD and those of TD will come
from future longitudinal studies [see e.g. Hedman et al.,
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2012 for review of longitudinal brain volume measurements and Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011 for longitudinal trajectories of FA and MD). In addition, for characterizing a
heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorder, the sample
size is relatively small for entire ASD and TD group, especially for TD subgroup over 4 years of age. The challenge
is related to the difficulty of recruitment of subjects in this
age range, especially children with TD. Therefore, group
comparisons were conducted with FA or RD measurements for children of entire group with age range of 2–7
years and subgroup of children with age less than 4 years,
but not for subgroup of children with age over 4 years.
Future studies of direct comparison in the cohorts over 4
years with larger sample size may further support the
importance of age of 4 years as a possible turning point
reversing the direction of group comparison outcomes
across different age ranges. Specially, lower FA and higher
RD for children with ASD in age of 4–7 years would be
expected, given a larger sample size. FA and RD also
reflect other factors such as axon packing [Madler et al.,
2008] or axon density [Klawiter et al., 2011]. An alternative
explanation of higher FA for children with ASD at the age
of less than 4 years might then be higher axon density
instead of enhanced myelination. However, caution needs
to be taken to interpret results of FA and RD which are
used to infer the WM microstructure, but are not direct
measures of axonal density, axonal packing or myelin level
[Wheeler-Kingshott and Cercignani, 2009].
In conclusion, we identified microstructural alterations
in widely distributed multiple WM tracts, particularly in
associational and limbic tracts, in children with ASD
before 4 years of age and a reduced rate of WM maturation after that age. With WM tracts underlying brain circuits and connectivity, characterizing the atypical agedependent WM trend lines, specifically the anatomical
locations, distribution, and extent of the affected WM
within specific tracts and tract groups, have potential
implications for identifying children at highest risk for
ASD and targeted preventive interventions.
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